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Beethoven, j oyfully sung
By James Henry Tue,

Under the baton of \Mlliam Baker, the Summer Singers of

Kansas City joined with a chamber symphony orchestra

and vocal seloists to present glorious works of Beethoven

Sunday at Grace and Holy Trinity Cathedral downtown.

Every pew in the place was filled, with audience members

seeking additional seating in the choir loft and rows of

chairs brought in at the last moment. Before the chorus of

nearly one hundred voices performed the headlining

Mass in C Major, the audience was delighted by the

composer's Chorat Fantasy, Op. 80, performed by the full ensemble, and his Symphony No. 7 in A

Major, performed by the chamber orchestra.

The audience was led into the Fantasy by O. Wayne Smith's effortlessly emotive piano cadenza at the

front of the piece. He was then joined by the orchestra, who provided precise and appropriately delicate

and dramatic iterations accompanying Smith's continued sotoistic performance. The smiles of the chorus

failed to fade as they patiently awaited their entrance at the culmination of the Fantasy, when the

proverbial gates of Heaven open with a joyous choral melody that hearkens modern listeners to the

iconic finale motifs in Beethoven's later Ninth Symphony.

And the chorus sang their melodies joyously, indeed.

They kept excellent balance and intonation throughout

the afternoon's performance, and diction was generally

very clear. Several contrapuntal portions particularly

showed the strength of each section, and they blended to

a whole that displayed the members' dedication to putting
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on a great performance with relatively little preparation as

an ensemble-with bright, secure harmonies in the upper

voices, and lines from the lower voices that came through

satisfyingly broadly, considering their smaller numbers.

Graceful woodwind motifs and brilliant brass fanfares punctuated the chorus's reverent presentation of

the Mass in C Major, along with excellent performances by four guest vocal soloists, Joshua Lawlor's

syrupy baritone shone wonderfully solo and worked in excellent tandem with David Adams's soaring

tenor. Sarah TannehillAnderson's pristine coloratura floated effortlessly above the ensemble, and Alice

Ann \lVhite's lovely alto was particularly graceful in the Mass's Sanctus. Baker's studious work at the

podium kept the entire ensemble together in presenting a rhythmically and tonally earnest afternoon of

musrc.

Beethoven's grand fortes seemed to be the highlight of audience enjoyment. The stone construction of

the cathedral and the relatively scant string section led to domination by brass and timpani during these

moments, however. Violin and viola bows were visibly sawing away with intensig, but much of their work

went unappreciated for the chords in the horns and trumpets. While not terribly detracting in terms of the

concert's aesthetic, this issue persisted throughout the performance and, indeed, during the several

fugal sections of the Mass, the brass and timpani muddied the definition from strings and chorus alike.

Delicate moments in the symphony's allegretto second movement brought the strings closer to the

audience and allowed time for their dynamic contrast to blossom.

The Summer Singers of Kansas City are sponsored locally by the William Baker Choral Foundation, and

meet several times during the summer with a final concert every August. Sunday's performance marks

the completion of the fifteenth season for the group.
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